Date: December 20, 2021
Subject: War with Russia
I bring this report with a heavy heart because I know it will destroy the image many of you have
regarding the USA and how strong it is. There are a great number of “hidden” sins of the USA and now
that these sins grow larger God will harshly judge the USA. If you doubt me consider the following
facts:
1 The USA has a population of 332 million people at this time
2 Additionally another 245 million innocents have been murdered by the USA
2.1 125 Million abortions
2.2 25 million late term or full birth abortions
2.3 50 million sacrificed in ritual sacrifices
2.4 45 million children from around the world sacrificed or used in experiments by
Americans
As God extracts his judgment expect that 245 million people will rapidly and painfully die like
the innocents they killed or let die. Now that I have your attention, I will explain more of the foolish
things that the current USA government is doing to HASTEN the demise of the USA.
1 The USA and NATO are doing specific things to provoke Russia to be the one to start the war
because they believe they will win the war and Joe Biden believes that in the defeat of Russia
HE Joe Biden will be the SUPREME power on the planet. Let us look at the things they are
doing:
1.1 Joe Biden and NATO are trying to tell Russia where they can put their own military on
their own land while claiming that USA and NATO have the right to put large forces along
the Russian border.
1.2 The USA claims that they will not negotiate with Russia until Russia begins to obey
them. (bottom line that is not negotiating in good faith that is being a bully or worse)
2 What is wrong with the picture ? Several things which will be explained here:
2.1 The RUSSIA that Joe Biden and NATO are talking to is NOT the collapsed Soviet
Union, it is a country who learned the hard way that the pathway the USA is taking now will
result in the collapse of the USA (if not from war very soon then of its own foolish
behaviors).
2.2 RUSSIA has made huge advances in weapons which totally change how wars in 2021
and beyond will be fought.
2.2.1
Hypersonic Cruise Missiles which travel 6 to 20 times the speed of sound and are
able to avoid missile defense systems. USA claims to be working on hypersonic
missiles and defense against them, but the USA is 5 to 10 years from deployment of
such weapons. RUSSIA is in VOLUME production of generation 2 hypersonic cruise
missiles and is working in joint venture with India for third generation hypersonic cruise
missiles which will be ready in late 2022 or mid 2023 for testing.
2.2.2
Russia has supersonic torpedoes as well.
2.2.3
Russia also has space weapons which can destroy our communications satellites
while in orbit.
2.2.4
Russia also has new jamming and electronic warfare systems which disrupt
communications and flight control systems of the new planes.

3 Most people do not realize that Russia is already at war with the USA in a “non bullets” type
war”
3.1 First Russia has been waging silent war against the USA power grid and has active
access which means they can shut down the grid any time they wish and there is nothing
which can be done to stop them because of how the power grid depends on networking for
operations.
3.2

Secondly Russia has been waging a superb weather war on the USA !!!
3.2.1
Effects: dust bowl in the Midwest, dry west coast, tornadoes, flooding in the
south, and none of the weather lines up with the needs of the farmers for growing
seasons. This means food production is way down at the core and there is NO easy fix.
3.2.2
How is this accomplished?
3.2.2.1
Russia is using the atmospheric rivers to steer the high up winds to
accomplish the weather they want in the lower atmosphere.
3.2.2.2
The first tool is HAARP like system to pump RF energy into the
atmospheric rivers and also storms lower down.
3.2.2.3
They also have space borne laser systems for pinpoint steering of the
atmospheric rivers to cause cyclones or to dry the air or flood the air with water
causing floods.
3.2.3
All of these tools have destroyed significant parts of American life without even
firing a single rocket or bullet.

4 What will a “HOT” war with Russia be like ? The war itself may only last a few hours. I will
describe it below and you will weep:
4.1

On the west coast of the USA going from the oceanfront to 500 miles inland will be
desolation from:
4.1.1
Thermonuclear weapons
4.1.2
Earthquakes
4.1.3
Volcanoes

4.2

On the east coast of the USA going from the oceanfront to 500 miles inland will be
desolation from:
4.2.1
Thermonuclear weapons
4.2.2
Earthquakes
4.2.3
Volcanoes

4.3

On the gulf coast of the USA going from the oceanfront to 500 miles inland will be
desolation from:
4.3.1
Thermonuclear weapons
4.3.2
Earthquakes
4.3.3
Volcanoes

4.4

In the middle of the USA up the New Madrid fault line a 500 mile wide footprint will be
desolation from:
4.4.1
Thermonuclear weapons
4.4.2
Earthquakes

4.4.3

Volcanoes

5 The satanists running the USA have in their minds to reduce the population by at least 250
million by the end of 2022 by any means possible. And in the process they want to pretend
to be helping you “survive” the bad things which are happening all around you. (Of
course having caused the problems they wish to “offer you a solution” (the only real cost
will be your SOUL)
5.1 COVID
5.2 WAR
5.3 FAMINE
5.4 LACK OF ENERGY
5.5 LACK OF COMMUNICATIONS
6 When will this war begin ? Very soon actually as the sovereignty of Russia is put at risk
Putin the President of Russia will not leave his people in danger (unlike Joe Biden who
truly does not care about the common people other than using them for political gain)
If this sounds UGLY IT IS !!! the only true protection is to repent and TRUST JESUS and
his precious blood for protection.

